Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new approach for designing histogrambased descriptors. For demonstration purpose, we generate a descriptor based on the histogram of differential-turning angle scale space (d-TASS) function and its derived data. We then compare the proposed histogram-based descriptor with the traditional histogram descriptors in terms of retrieval performance from image databases. Experiments on three shapes databases demonstrate the efficiency and the effectiveness of the new technique: the proposed technique of histogram-based descriptor outperforms the traditional one. These experiments showed also that the proposed histogram-based descriptor using d-TASS function and the derived features performs well compared with the state-of-theart. When applied to texture images retrieval, the proposed approach yields higher performance than the traditional histogram-based descriptors. From these results, we believe that the proposed histogram-based descriptor should perform efficiently for medical images retrieval so we will focus on this aspect in the future work.
Introduction
With the extraordinary growth of image databases due to the development of digital systems, automatic image retrieval within large databases becomes necessary. To make them more efficient and more easy to use, retrieval systems must be based preferably on images content. In the present study, we use the d-TASS (differential-Turning Angle Scale Space) function and two related measurements to generate their corresponding histograms from which the shape descriptor is built. The d-TASS function introduced in [4] and [5] is known to yield characteristic properties and to be invariant under translation, rotation and scale change. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the d-TASS construction and the definition of the related features, in section 2, the proposed descriptor is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents some experimental results and compares the proposed and the traditional histogram-based descriptor generation. We also present some comparison of the proposed approach and some existing techniques of the state of the art. Finally, section 5 gives some discussions and concludes the paper.
Description of the features
As presented in [5] , the input contour is defined by a set of N points ordered counter clockwise in the plane. Given a starting point P 0 , the points are numbered from P 0 to P N-1 . The vector n V originating at P n and oriented towards P n+1 makes an angle n θ
with the x-axis. This angle is called the turning angle. Figure 1 , illustrates the principle. From this angle, we define the differential turning angle (d-TA) function n ϕ :
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Fig.1: Illustration of the differential-turning angle
The d-TA function yields an expression of the curvature of the contour thus its zerocrossing corresponds to that obtained from curvature analysis [12] and [13] .
Generation of the d-TASS function
By definition, the d-TASS function is generated, by progressively smoothening the contour with a Gaussian filter [4] , [5] and [6] . Given a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation σ 0 , a progressive filtering is performed by iterating the operation so that the filtering scale From the d-TA function, three essential points are derived to give the d-TASS map [5] . These essential points are:
• α-points corresponding to local minimums of the d-TA function,
• β-points corresponding to local maximums of the d-TA function,
• γ-points corresponding to zero-crossings of the d-TA function.
Derived features
Generating the d-TASS function and the corresponding map is done according to the following procedure. The input contour is resampled to generate 360 equidistant points [4] and [5] ordered counter clockwise. From this input sequence, the d-TA function is computed to generate corresponding essential points. In this study, we focus on the γ-points only because they will be used to set the stop condition of the iteration process. Like in the case of curvature scale space (CSS) [12] , the stop condition is that there is no more γ-point at the current scale. At each scale σ s (iteration s), γ-points are detected and the following desired features are computed:
• an area function: area of the triangle defined by the current point P n , the following one P n+1 and the mid-point P M between two consecutive γ-points (see Fig.2 .b).
• a distance function: distance between the current contour point P n and the midpoint P M (see Fig.2 .c)
Pn+1
Pn These measures are characteristic of the contour segment. By iterating the process for a range of scales (until the stop condition), we obtain the area scale space function (ASSF) and the distance scale space function (DSSF), respectively, for the area function and the distance function. Figure 3 illustrates the three corresponding functions for the contour shown in Fig.2 .a. The superimposed red curves represent the map of γ-points. On this figure, the x-axis represents the curvilinear abscissa and the y-axis the scale (or the iteration number). 
Definition of the proposed descriptor
As said before, the proposed shape descriptor is based on the histograms of the d-TASS function and the related ASSF and DSSF functions. The idea of the proposed technique of histogram generation is based on the approach used in [1] and in [7] . The histogram of the whole database is generated to produce a reference histogram from which we calculate decision levels that enable us to generate descriptors. Commonly and particularly in [7] , histogram descriptors are designed by simply uniformly quantizing the feature of interest (say the image grey scale) and then counting the number of elements having the same value and then taking the number of desired bins. This approach has proved to provide efficient results. The proposed technique is borrowed from image coding or image restoration where histogram equalization is applied. In image processing, it is shown that this adaptive quantification can help to reduce the bit rate and to enhance signal-to-noise ratio. Starting from this observation, we propose to design the histogram-based descriptor by defining the histogram bins like in the case of adaptive quantization. First, the reference histogram of the database is generated and normalize to sum to the unity. Then the adaptive quantization is designed such a way that the "probability" to get a value between any two consecutive decision levels is equal. Knowing the desired number K of bins, this probability equals PK=1/K. This enables to generate decision levels that are then used to define the descriptor for the query. Finally, for each individual histogram, use the generated decision levels and sum up the bins between two consecutive levels. This leads to the descriptor for the contour under study. Figure  4 , illustrates the principle and indicates the decision levels; it also shows an example of generated histogram bins.
The proposed descriptor is thus defined by the concatenation of individual descriptors, corresponding to the three features, as follows:
where H dTASS , H ASSF are H DSSF are the respective generated histograms descriptors of d-TASS, ASSF and DSSF functions. Thus the length of the generated descriptor V is D=3K 
Evaluation of the proposed descriptor
To evaluate the ability of the proposed descriptor to discriminate objects, we have conducted experiments of image retrieval from database of planar objects. In order to compare our results with those from other methods, the experiments are done on three well-known databases that are the kimia99 dataset [8] , the multiview curve dataset (MCD) [10] , [11] and that extracted from the SQUID marine animals [12] . The performance of the descriptors is evaluated using the Precision-Recall curve averaged over the whole database and particularly we present the bull's eye performance (BEP). The similarity measure is based on Manhattan distance. As proposed in [12] , some global parameters like eccentricity, aspect ratio and circularity are taken into account. Based on this, a two-steps hierarchical procedure is performed: given a global parameter g, a threshold th g is set so that all models giving 1 th g
discarded from the retrieval procedure, where g Q and g M are the parameter corresponding, respectively, to query Q and model M. Then we define the similarity measure between the query and a model, represented by their respective descriptor vectors V Q and V M , as follows:
where G is the number of global parameters (7 in this case), α and β are the weights applied, respectively, to global parameters distance and to that of the histogram descriptor.
Performance assessment
Precision and Recall are two parameters commonly used to assess the performance of a retrieval system. They are given by relations (4) and (5)
The BEP indicates the percentage of the retrieved relevant contours after we have retrieved twice the number of relevant contours in the database: this corresponds to the Recall for the twice the number of relevant contours in the database. It provides an objective measurement of the efficiency of a retrieval system: the higher it is, the better is the system. Results presented in the next sections correspond to the average values all over the database by using each contour of the database as a query.
Test sets
The evaluation is done on three databases. The first one is proposed by Klein and Kimia [8] . It consists of shapes gathered from different sources to form 9 different categories. Each category contains 11 shapes leading to variations in form, occlusion, articulation, missing parts... This gives a total of 99 shapes. Figure 5 illustrates this dataset. As our method utilizes contour-based analysis, an edge detector is applied to each of these elements to extract the corresponding contours. Figure 6 shows a sample set taken from this database. bell01   bell08  bell05  bell09  bell02  bell12  bell03  bell07  bell10  bell14  bell04  bell06  bell11  bell13   apple01  apple08  apple09  apple02  apple11  apple04  apple12  apple05  apple10  apple03  apple13  apple07  apple14  apple06 butterfly01 butterfly08 butterfly12 butterfly05 butterfly02 butterfly09 butterfly03 butterfly10 butterfly04 butterfly11 butterfly13 butterfly06 butterfly07 butterfly14 The MCD dataset presents realistic perspective transformations that one can encounter while creating images of real objects. Indeed, in the construction process, the authors [10] have printed the 40 original contours on white paper and for each one, they took images from 7 different view angles using a digital camera and then contours are extracted. By adding random rotations and reflections to these samples, the number of samples in each class is doubled to 14, leading to a total of 560 shapes in the database. The third dataset is the SQUID subset used by F. Mokhtarian and M. Bober in [9] and by F. Mokhtarian et al. in [12] . The evaluation on this database is done by using the same procedure as proposed in [9] . Similar to the concept of Recall, the procedure is as follows: 1. for a given class, use each of the contours as the query and determine the first 15 most similar outputs. Count the number of retrieved relevant contours and compute the ratio of this number to the number of relevant contours in the class. The mean value of this ratio all over the class is the performance measure for the concerned class (see individual columns in table III). 2. repeat 1. for all the classes in the dataset. The overall performance is then obtained by averaging the performance provided by the 17 classes. Column 'Overall' in table III, gives that overall performance for the four involved methods.
Experimental results
In the experiments we have evaluated the effect of the length of the descriptor. This led us to observe that, for both histogram generation techniques, the performance varies a lot at the beginning and then establishes from a limit length above which there is no gain in performance. Figure 8 demonstrates the BEP performance computed for a range of the number of bins. This figure shows a performance gap between both techniques of histogrambased descriptor generation. This gap is observed all over the three tested databases. Table I summarizes the retrieval results from the three databases. We present the mean, the standard deviation and the maximal values of BEP over the number of bins used. On the right of the table, we give the differences of those respective values between the two techniques: the value obtained from the new technique minus that of the traditional technique. From this table, it appears clearly that the proposed technique gives the best performance with more than 3.58% mean BEP improvement. Notice also that the proposed technique gives more stable descriptor since the BEP values vary the least: we obtain negative difference values indicating standard deviation reduction (of more that 0.30). 
Comparison of the two histograms techniques

Comparison of the proposed approach with other approaches
In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed approach and compare it with some existing methods by applying it to appropriate databases.
A -Kimia99 dataset: in this experiment, we retrieve the top 15 most similar for each query. Figure 9 shows an example of this retrieval. The left column represents the query contour. As each category (or class) is composed of 11 contours, there are 10 relevant contours for each query: hence columns 1~10 represent the first top 10. This figure shows that, in most cases, most of the contours from the query category are among the first 10 retrieved contours. In general, the whole class is retrieved after 15 retrievals except for the 8 th category (row 8) that misses one shape. The BEP performance for this database is of 97.43% for 11 bins (leading to a 33-length descriptor). In a recent survey, Chandan Singh and Pooja [2] compared their methods with others and showed that their proposal outperforms the best on this dataset. Their proposed descriptor (ZM+HLTC) is hybrid and consists of two kinds of features: 1) local features extracted from the contour by using Hough transform and 2) global (region-based) features extracted from the region of the shape by using Zernike moments (ZM). The BEP obtained is 99.55%: this performance is very challenging. The comparison reported in [2] is done with methods using local, global or hybrid descriptors. Table II shows the performance of involved methods: as can be observed, the proposed method ranks second just after the challenging ZM+HLTC method. As our descriptor uses only local features, we can reasonably believe that we could improve our performance to meet the latter if we integrate global features. [9] . Columns 1~17 indicate the mean success retrieval rate for each class and the column "Overall" indicates the mean success retrieval rate over the whole database. As can be seen on this table, the proposed approach outperforms the FD and MI descriptors and ranks first (ex aequo with CSS method). C -MCD dataset: Figure 10 shows the Precision vs. Recall graphs obtained from the MCD database. Compared to the results reported in recent studies [3] and [11] , the proposed approach performs very well. The Recall-Precision graph indicates more than 91.86% Recall for more than 92% Precision for the proposed approach. This outperforms the reported performance that are 86% Recall for 85% Precision for Helmholtz curve descriptor (HCD) [11] and 90% Recall for 90% Precision obtained by Ekombo et al. with the invariant Fourier descriptor [3] . 
Conclusion
The subject of this study is the description of planar objects based on the analysis of their contours. For this purpose, we introduced two contributions: 1) first, we proposed a new descriptor based on the histograms of three features derived from the turning angle scale space analysis of the contours and 2) we adopted another technique for histogram descriptor generation as opposed to traditional histogram-based descriptors. The proposed technique of histogram generation jointly with the new features provides an efficient and effective descriptor that outperforms the traditional histogram descriptor. Applied to three databases, the proposed technique gave more than 3.58% improvement of the bull's eye performance regarding the traditional histogram descriptors.
Initially designed for d-TASS-based descriptor for shape retrieval, the novel technique of histogram-based descriptor construction is successfully applied for texture retrieval.
These encouraging results suggest a potential application (using an appropriate set of features: DCT, ...) of the novel proposed histogram technique on medical images retrieval. Finally, as demonstrated by experimental results, the proposed descriptor allows reaching state-of-the-art performance. Since this descriptor is based only on contour information, we believe that the descriptor can be improved by combining it with a region-based feature. From the previous observations, the future developments of this study will be of two main types: the first will be to generate a hybrid descriptor by combining contourbased and region-based features in order to improve the shape descriptor and the second will be to extend the proposed histogram generation technique to medical images description for their retrieval from databases.
